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gourmet
classroom
lf you want to learn to speak French,
Stephanie Posterino can't think of a better
way than over a meal with a glass of wine.
LEARNING a foreign language in a
classroom is so last century.
French tutor Stephanie Posterino

has taken up residence at The
boroughs Cafe and Wine Bar at
Scarborough on Wednesday nights
and from all reports her students
are having a ball.
Stephanie is part-way through

her fourth French class at
boroughs and says

it

The

offers the

Stephanie, who has a Masters in

three languages (French. English
and Spanish) and was born on
the French and Spanish border,
says the course covers everything

from polite phrases to making

a

complaint and asking for the bill.
She says the classes are quite
intensive as well as fun, so students
still learn plenty of the basics.

"lf

people learn

in a

relaxed

perfect setting for her classes.
"Everyone's really relaxed. lt's a
really good atmosphere," she says.
"Everyone gets to eat and drink.
People keep telling me it's a lot
more fun than going to TAFEI'

environment, they get more out of it
and retain more because they have
fun at the same time," she says.
The course caters for people at
any level of f luency but Stephanie is
considering running conversation

Classes run for an hour and a
half every Wednesday night for six
weeks, with a main meal after each
lesson. Students indulge in wine
and Mediterranean platters during
the class, socialising at the same

classes on Thursday nights for

trme.

students at higher levels.
The boroughs. 97 Landsborough
Avenue, Scarborough, is running
another six-week course starting on
May 2. Classes are from 6-8.30pm.
Phone 3BBO

SCCT(

2444to book. Z

eat, drink and be merry!
aperitif delivers all the latest news
on great restaurants, Sreat chefs and
great cuisine. Tantalise your taste buds.
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